
N7100 System software change history 

ns001 01.08.02.0001 

Corrected issues: 

1. A legal-size image is output even if [Paper Size] of [Paper] in the [Basic] settings is set to 

another size with the exception of [Automatic] and [Custom]. 

* Language is set to German, Italian, Spanish, or Turkish. 

2.  An image scanned with an add-in compatible with N1800 or fi-6010N is lighter than what is 

should be because [Background Removal Level] does not work properly with the add-in. 

* Language is set to German, Italian, Spanish, or Turkish. 

ns001 01.08.01.0010 

New features: 

1. Windows Server 2016 is supported. 
2. Errored files can be resent. 
3. Non-administrative users are allowed to clear credentials for accessing servers. 

Corrected issues: 

2. Fixed the problem that high or low set to JPEG Compression is applied opposite 
when the Add-in for N1800 and fi-6010N runs on N7100. 

3. The scanner firmware has been corrected to fix the following problems: 
- Striped-pattern images are output. 
- You cannot scan after keeping the scanner on for 24 days, 19 hours, and 

12 minutes. 
4. The current password is required for changing a local user password. 
5. Fixed the problem that system log may report an SSD error which did not occur. 
6. Fixed the problem that a scanner will no longer start when you change the 

scanner name, select "Later" for the subsequent message, and then add the 
scanner as a domain member. 



ns001 01.07.01.0014 

New features: 

4. IPv6 has been supported. 

5. The network security has been enhanced. 

Corrected issues: 

7. Fixed some issues which occurred in certain conditions during automatic log-out. 

8. Fixed the issue where add-ins were unable to start when logging-in with a 

password that contains specific characters. 

9. Fixed the issue where an error was caused by specifying a file path directly for a 

network shared folder in the setting menu. 

10. Fixed the issue where the settings of a network shared printer could not be 

configured in some occasions if a printer with the same name already existed. 

11. Fixed the issue where an incorrect message “Specified system update contents are 

invalid” was displayed in the process of retrying to update after an accidental 

disconnection between Admin Tool and N7100 during update of the scanner. 

ns001 01.06.01.0009 

New features: 

1. Added the function with which scan results can be automatically separated by the 

patch code files or the number of pages.  

This separation is available as an operation after scanning either of the following  

jobs:  

o Send scanned files by e-mail 

o Save scanned files to a folder/FTP 

2. Added the linkage with Internet FAX. 

3. Added the linkage with a printer directly connected to the network. 

Corrected issues: 

http://www.fujitsu.com/global/products/computing/peripheral/scanners/fi/network/n7100/index.html


1. Fixed the issue that an unexpected error may happen after rotating an image on a 

touchscreen. 

2. Fixed the issue that an index information file may not be saved correctly when a job 

setting has two actions, save to a shared folder and a FTP server, with the same file 

name. 

3. Fixed the issue that no file is attached to e-Mail when [Common File Name] 

consists of only a sequence number. 

4. Fixed the issue that access is denied by certain FTP server software. 

5. Fixed the issue that some pieces of content in index information file may be 

incorrect when scanning is stopped by any error . 

6. Fixed the issue that an index information file is not created when a string including 

a particular character such as “&” is specified for filename. 

7. Fixed the issue that SNMP MIB information can be acquired from a SNMP manager 

even when SNMP settings are disabled. 

8. Fixed the issue that "¥" (Yen sign) is input instead of "¥" (Backslash) in the 

authentication window on the Network Folder configuration window. 

9. Fixed the issue that connection error occurrs during log in with an administrator 

password or user name including a certain string. 

10. Fixed the issue that distribution of print settings from Scanner Central Admin Server 

fails after initialization of system information. 

11. Fixed the issue that N7100 may enter the Energy-saving mode (display off) at a 

different timing from the timing specified. 

12. Fixed some other issues. 

ns001 01.02.01.0008 

Added features: 

1. Added a feature to select resolution automatically according to the document size. 

Corrected issues: 

1. Fixed the defect that Automatic Login may not work when N7100 resumes from 

standby mode so a user has to log in to N7100 manually. 

2. Fixed the defects of Edit and Remove buttons in Mail address book/Fax numbers 

list. 



3. Fixed the defect that an add-in window may move to upper part, making 

unnecessary space below it. 

4. Fixed the defect that the on-screen keyboard may hide a field to enter. 

5. Fixed the defect that add-in made for N1800 may not properly run on N7100. 

6. Fixed the defect that the some property conditions specified in SharePoint Server 

such as the maximum number of characters to enter cannot be applied to N7100 

7. Fixed so that the on-screen keyboard automatically comes up when there is a field 

to enter. 

8. Fixed the defect that removal of a certificate may fail after a domain change. 

9. Fixed the defect that a SNMP trap may not be notified by N7100 when DNS 

settings are not specified correctly. 

10. Fixed the defect that a help window may not appear automatically or may show 

incorrect descriptions in specific cases. 

11. Fixed the defect that a system log may not be output properly in specific cases. 

12. Fixed the following defects that may occur with some office functions if the network 

is overloaded or unstable:  

A. Save: Repeated data saving may cause a message "Scanning halted due 

to insufficient data storage space." 

B. After system update, the error message "Specified system update contents 

are invalid." appears 

ns001 01.01.02.0006 

Added features: 

1. A feature to turn off only the display of N7100 during standby mode has been 

added. When this feature is turned on, N7100 is available to configure with Network 

Scanner Admin Tool even if the scanner is in standby mode.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. MIB file for N7100 is available to download. Install the file into a SNMP manager to 

use. 

Corrected issues: 

1. The amount of time needed for switching screens and logout has been shortened. 

2. A modification has been made so that the device shall be automatically logged off / 

move to Standby mode after the time specified at “Logout after” / “Standby after” 

has passed in the following cases.  

a. When the error message dialog is being displayed that appears after OK button 

is pressed without entering an IP address on IP address dialog.  

b. When the dialog that appears after the power button is pressed is being 

displayed. 

3. Fixed the problem where the add-in which can perform authentication 

independently cannot do so after resuming from Standby mode. 

4. A modification has been made so that the System Settings registered in Scanner 

Central Admin shall be applied after resuming from Standby mode. 

5. A modification has been made so that a file name comprised only of serial number 

and a file/folder name with space in it can be saved. 

6. A modification has been made so that a dialog notifying update is completed shall 

be displayed after the reboot. 



7. Fixed the problem where wrong domain name was displayed on scanner name 

setting screen even if user failed to change the domain setting. 

8. Fixed the defects that the following operations were not available if a multi-byte 

environment dependent character is used in user name.  

Restore User information/ Restore system environment/ Download maintenance 

information. 

9. Fixed the following defects in Reset for devices:  

A. Primary DNS and DNS Suffix are not initialized by Reset (while Reset to 

factory defaults can initialize them.) 

B. N7100 automatically log out when two or three minutes is passed after 

selecting Reset to factory defaults. 

10. Fixed so that help screen shall be displayed appropriately after executing update 

check. 

11. Fixed so that system log shall be output properly in the following cases.  

a. Upon component failure of a scanner, although error message is displayed, 

the failure event is not recorded in system log. 

b. There are cases where system log of Login and Logout when auto logout is 

executed are recorded reversely. 
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